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DECISION AND ORDER OF REMAND

James J. Bobreski filed a complaint on May 2, 2006, against J. Givoo Consultants, Inc.
(Givoo) under six different whistleblower acts.! He alleged that Givoo violated the ERA's
Energy Reorganization Act (ERA), 42 U.S.CA. § 5851 (West 2003 & Supp. 2011), the Safe
Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.CA. § 300j-9(i) (ThomsonlWest 2003), the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.CA.
§ 7622 (ThomsonlWest 2003), the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.CA. § 6971 (Thomson/West
2003), the Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.CA. § 1367 (West 2001), and the Toxic Substances
Control Act, 15 U.S.CA. § 2622 (Thomson Reuters 2009), as amended and recodified, and their
implementing regulations, 29 CF.R. Part 24 (2013).
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employee protection provisions2 when it failed to hire him because he engaged in whistleblowerprotected activities. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) investigated
his complaint and then dismissed it on September 27, 2007. Bobreski objected and requested a
hearing before a Department of Labor Administrative Law Judge (AU). An AU conducted an
evidentiary hearing on July 29, 2008, and ruled against Bobreski (Decision & Order (D. & 0.)

(Bullard)). Bobreski appealed to the Board, and we remanded for further findings on several
issues. After the Board s remand, a second AU held a new evidentiary hearing, ruled against

Bobreski (D. & O. (Romano)), and Bobreski again appealed to the Board. For the following
reasons, we reverse and remand for a determination of damages.

INTRODUCTION

This appeal arises from Bobreski's claim that Givoo rejected him for a work project in
the spring of 2006 because of his 1999 whistlcblowing disclosure and successful whistleblower

litigation. The whistleblower litigation centered on Bobreski's work as a (ìivoo employee
through a service contract Givoo had with the District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority
(W ASA). The parties do not dispute that Cìivoo terminated Bobreski's employment at W ASA

shortly after Bobreski reported some safety concerns. Bobreski won a liability verdict in July
2005 against WASA, who was still contracting with Givoo in 2006. The WASA litigation ended
in September 2006, when the parties settled. Meanwhile, in early 2006, Givoo had its first
opportunity since i 999 to hire Bobreski, and it did not hire him.

As we explain below, after we very carefully considered this matter, we find several
reasons for reversing the AL.l's dismissal of Bobreskïs claim. To begin with, the parties agree
t~at Bobreski was. qualif:ied to wo.rk the Hope Creek. outage i~ 2006, and his nal~1e arpeared four
tiines on the candidate list that GIVOO managers reviewed before anyone was hired. Alter both

eviùentiary hearings, the AUs doubted that the top operational manager at Givoo (Joel Givner)
would ever hire Bobreski after 19LJ9. For example, after the first evidentiary hearing, the AU
said she was "skeptical" that Cìivoo's highest ranking operational manager, Joel Givner, would

All six whistlehlower statutes at issue in this matter require that Bobreski prove he engaged
in protectcd activity and that such protccted activity played some role in an unfavorahle employment

action taken against him, but they vary in critical respects. This opinion focuses on the ERA
language, which expressly requires that Bobreski prove his protected activity was a "contrihutory

factor" in an unl~ivorahle employment action Givoo took against him. None of the other
environmental statutes expressly defines the causation standard or adopts the "contributory t~ictor"

standard. hut the implementing regulations require the more diffcult "motivating factor" causation
standard. If Bobreski cannot meet the lower "contrihutory factor" standard of proof: then he cannot
meet the higher "motivating factor" standard in the other environmental statutes. Similarly. the ERA
has a "clear and convincing" standard for the employer's affrmative defense. rather than the lower
preponderance of the evidence. If Givoo can satisfy the ERA affirmative defense standard. then it
necessarily meets the lower standard in the other environmental whistleblower statutes.
AU Bullard found that Bobreski was qualified based on the unanimous testimony of all the
parties and ALJ Romano found "no reason to disturb Judge Bullards findings on this issue'" D. &
O. (Bullard) at 20; D. & O. (Romano) at 9.
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hire Bobreski after 1999. She also found that Givner's statement that he was willing to hire
Bobreski was "inconsistent with the evidence." Both AUs expressly indicated that Givoo's top
operational manager had "animus" and "motive" to retaliate against Bobreski and that Givoo
offered shifting reasons to explain why Bobreski was not hired. The first AU implicitly
questioned the "general" credibility of another Givoo top manager (Mel Morgan). the manager
who worked "side-by-side" with one other individual, Vince Law, to staff the 2006 Hope Creek
project. The second AU referred to Law's reasons for rejecting Bobreski as "vague and
subjective. "

Aside from the AUs' numerous suspicions about the decision-makers, four independent

reasons convince us to reject the final AU's finding of no causal link between Bobreski's
protected activity and Givoo's refusal to hire him. The AU's rationale for rejecting a causal link
ultimately rests on Givoo's final version of the reason for rejecting Bobreski: that a non-Givoo

employee, Vince Law, unilaterally decided not to hire Bobreski. First, even if Givoo's
explanation was true, Law's role does not address the hiring that occurred before Law allegedly
had any authority to make hiring decisions. Second, Law's role does not explain the fact that
Morgan admits to rejecting Bobreski when Morgan told Bobreski there was a hiring freeze.

Third, the AUs reached opposite conclusions as to who had final authority for rejecting
Bobreski, which we reconcile to mean that Givoo and Shaw jointly rejected Bobreski. Fourth,

the AU's basis for rejecting the causal link does not rest on substantial evidence, which leaves a

mountain of evidence all pointing to Bobreski's successful whistleblower lawsuit against
Givoo's contractor, WASA, as a contributing factor if not the most substantial reason that Givoo
rejected Bobreski. Plus, the AU was required to weigh Givoo's rebuttal evidence against all of
Bobreski's circumstantial evidence, and Bobreski' s evidence overwhelms Givoo' s rebuttal
evidence. In the end, the overwhelming evidence shows that this "partnership" trio (Givner,

Morgan, Law) worked together to decide who to hire and not hire for the 2006 Hope Creek
outage, and the trio expressly or implicitly understood that Bobreski could not work for Givoo.
Lastly, the overwhelming evidence of contributory factor, and lack of any other stated reasons
for rejecting Bobreski, eliminates Givoo's ability to argue that it would have made the same
decision in the absence of protected activity; therefore, we remand this matter for the AL.l s
determination of damages.
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BACKGROUND4

The Kev Particzpants: Bohreski, (¡ivner, Morgan, and I,aw

The four central individuals involved in this matter are Bobreski, Joel Givner. Mel
Morgan, and Vincent Law. Givncr scrves as Givoo's Manager of Plant Services and corporate
sccretary. His wife owns Givoo, but he runs the day-to-day operations. Morgan, Director of
Business Development, had worked for Givoo for some time period in the 1990s, but began
working for Givoo again in October 200S and continued to work for Givoo until at Icast April 3,
2012, the date of the second hearing. Morgan considers Givner his boss and friend. Law worked
intermittcntly for Givoo from i 990 to 1995, and again from March 200S through at least thc
second evidentiary hearing in 20 i i, a fact that AU Bullard found "significant." When Bobreski
was rejected for the Hope Creek 200fi outage, Law was the foreman for Shaw Stonc & Webster
at Hope Creek and working in "partnership" with Givoo to staff the outage. Givncr, Morgan.
and Law each testified that they would have hired Bobreski had positions been available or that
they had no reason not to hire Bobreski, or to both statements.'

Bobreski is an instrument and control technician (I&C Technician). I&C Technicians
install and rcpair instrumcnts, control systems, gauges, valvcs and related components of nuclear
powcr plants and othcr industrial facilities.1i

Givoo contracts directly or inclircctly with industrial utility plants, including nuclear
power plants, to provide instrumentation and control (I&C) technicians to service mechanical
necds for various utility plants. Two utility plants relevant to this case are the Bluc Plains Water
Wc rely primarily on the findings from the Second AU Decision (D. & O. Romano) and
secondarily on the First AU Decision (D. & O. Bullard), and reasonable inferences from those
decisions, as well as the undisputed facts. After the AU in the Second AU Decision conducted his
mvn evidentiary hearing, he craned his "factual background" from the "factual recitations contained
in the i\RB's June 201 i Order (i\RB). i\U Bullard's Decision and Order (D. & 0.), and

uncontroverted testimony adduced at the i\pril 20 i 2 hearing." We understand this to mean that the

AU accepted as fact, the findings he recited from the previous AU and i\RB decisions.
Unfortunately, both AUs summarized testimony without clearly identifying which part of the
testimony was credited as fact and without providing a separate section identifying all the necessary
findings of fact. Nevertheless, after extcnsive litigation, it appears that many background facts are

undisputed, and we will infer which background facts arc undisputed and includc thosc in our
hackground section as necessary. .'-ee Link \'. U.S., lJl) F.2d 1015, 1020-21 (5th ('ir. i()()l)
(reasonable inferences may be drawn by an appellatc body reviewing a trial or hearing c()urts
findings of fact); sec also Jackson \'. ('onim'r, ~64 F.2d 1521, 1524 (10th Cir. i9~i)) (citati()ns
omitted).
For the facts in this paragraph, sec D. & O. (Bullard) at 2, 13, II, 16, i~, 21; D. & O.

(Romano) at 3, 4, 7, 12, 14; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 30, 101-02, 106, 153-55, 193; Tr. (Romano
hearing)at~i, IO~, Ilóand 13l);CX i at5;CX4at2S;CX20.
fi

D. & O. (Bullard) at 4; D. & O. (Romano) at 3.
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and Sewage Treatment Plant (Blue Plains) and the Hope Creek Plant Nuclear Generating Station
(the Hope Creek NGS).7

The Hope Creek NGS is on a small artificial island that also includes the Salem Nuclear
Generating Station (Salem NGS) (collectively referred to as the Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear

Plant). PSE&G Nuclear, a subsidiary of Public Service Electric & Gas, owned the nuclear
reactors at the Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant. Servicing the nuclear power plants occurs
during temporary plant shut downs (outages).8

Givncr would "secure contracts" and "give direction to contracts" for the company.
Givoo had approximately six permanent employees in the corporate office; all other employees
worked for Givoo as temporary employees.9

Two of Givoo's permanent employees relevant to this case were John Moore and Mel
Morgan, both high level managers who reported directly to Givner in 2006. Morgan was the
Manager of Program Development. Moore was the Manager of I&C Services. During the
hearing in this matter, Givner stated that "the most important and active persons at Givoo with
respect to staffing and service contracts" were himself, Moore, and Morgan.10

Bobreski, Givner, Moore, Morgan, and Law have known each other since the mid.1990s
and crossed paths since then. More specifically, Law has known Bobreski since 1988. Morgan
knew Law for a long time, including when he previously worked at Salem for three years and
Law also worked there for some of that time. Morgan worked for Givoo for a period in the
1990s, and then returned in October 2005. From 1994 through 1999, Morgan often drove to and

from jobs with Bobreski and shared an apartment with him when they worked far from home.
Law worked for Givoo up until about 1997.11
Bobreski's Whist/eb/owing as a Givoo Employee at the WASA plalZt

In late 1999, Bobreski's protected activity began when he worked for Givoo at the Blue
Plains wastewater treatment facility, disclosing safety-related issues internally and to the media
(the Blue Plains Incident). Bobrcski also accompanied a Washington Post reporter onto the Blue
Plains facility. Givoo had a long-term contract with the Washington, D.C. Water and Sewer

D. & O. (Bullard) at 4-5; D. & O. (Romano) at 3.
~

D. & O. (Bullard) at 5; D. & O. (Romano) at 3; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 125.

y

D. & O. (Bullard) at 13; D. & O. (Romano) at 3; ARB Order of Remand (ARB O. R.) at 3;

Tr. at 30.
JO

D. & O. (Romano) at 3; CX 11, CX 12.

1J

D. & O. (Bullard) at 6, 12-13,24; D. & O. (Romano) at 3 ("throughout the 1990s"); Tr.

(Bullard hearing) at 30,32,153; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 113; CX 4 at 25; CX 5 at 2.
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Authority (WASA), which operated Blue Plains. Givoo maintained that contract at least until the
time of the first hearing in this matter on July 29, 2008.12
80breski's media disclosures regarding the W ASA/Blue Plains facility caused friction

with (ìivoo managers. On October 29, 1999, Givoo terminated Bobreskïs employment at the
request of the customer (WASA). However, during the first hearing, Givner claimed full

responsibility for terminating Bobreskïs employment. saying it was Givoo's decision.
Additionally, Givner instructed Moore to send a letter to (ìivoo' s site supervisor at Blue Plains
reminding him and other Givoo employees that "any and all eontact \vith the 'media'" needed to
be referred to Givner.ll

On November 3, 1999, Bobreski filed a whistleblower complaint against W ASA based
on these events. On November 5, 1999, the Washington Post ran a front page story about the

Blue Plains Incident. Givner called Bobreski and told him that he \vas "very. very upset" about
the Washington Post exposé.14

Although Givoo had hired 130breski ten to twelve times before 1999, Givoo never hired
Bohreski again after the Bluc Plains Incident. Givner believed that Givoo and Bobrcski had an
understanding that it would be best if 130breski worked clscwhere and they "partcd ways for a
little bit oftime...is

Givner's hearing testimony cvidenced his displeasure over Bobreskïs disclosurcs at thc

WASA/Blue Plains facility. For example, he described Bobreskïs efforts as trying to "recngincer thc whole facility" and stated that Bobreski "was not working to the direction of the
supervision. AU Romano found that Givner harbored animus against 130breski for his
whistlcblowing at WASA.!h

In 2000. Givncr contacted the security department at the nuclcar plant whcre Bobreski
worked and reportcd that 130breski was a security risk (in response to a routine questionnaire).
Givner was referring to the B1uc Plains Incident in which Bobreski escorted a reporter onto the

12

D. & O. (Bullard) at.'; D. & O. (Romano) at 3,10; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 36, 99.

i.'

D. & O. (Bullard) at 6,14,21; D. & O. (Romano) at 3..'. II: Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 37-46;

ex 12.
14

D. & O. (Bullard) at 2, 4; D. & O. (Romano) at 5,11; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 41; ex 13 (the

1999 Washington Post article is titled "Plant Warnings Co Unheeded: City Ignores Lapses in
Handling Toxic Chemical at Blue Plains" and rep0l1s about Bobreskïs protected activity. quoting
him several times).
i,
I¡,

D. & O. (Bullard) at 14; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 45; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 24; ex 3.
D. & O. (Romano) at 1 I; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 36-37.
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Blue Plains facility. Givner's security advisement about Bobreski was the only security report
Givner had ever made about a former employee as a security risk.J7
The hearing in the WASA case occurred during intermittent weeks from December 17,
2001, to March 28, 2002. Moore was identified as a witness for this case. He was deposed in
the WASA case on August 17,2001; Givner attended this deposition.ls

In 2003, with the WASA litigation still pending, Bobreski failed to secure work at the
Fitzpatrick nuclear plant outage where Morgan was working, and he telephoned Morgan to ask
Morgan why he had not hired him. Bobreski testified that he accused Morgan of not hiring him
because of his W ASA whistleblower complaint. . Morgan remembered that Bobreski called him
and angrily complained to Morgan about not being hired at Fitzpatrick. Morgan remembered
Bobreskîs tone but not specifically what he said. On this occasion, Morgan's reason for not
hiring Bobreski was that he was not on the list of candidates.19

On July I 1,2005, Bobreski won his whistleblower case against WASA when AU Alice

Craft (AU Craft) issued an order in his favor as to WASA's liability. In addition to the
references to Bobreski (Givoo's worker), AU Craft also referenced Givoo or Givoo's project
manager at W ASA, Dan Juanillo, over 300 times throughout her 55-page opinion, including in
her closing instructions to the parties for the next phase (the remedies phase) of the W ASA case.
AU Craft noted that there was "the evidence regarding the status of W ASA' s contract with
Givoo or any successor is contradictory and incomplete.,,2o AU Craft's order in the W ASA case

presumably required the parties to clarify how to assess damages after Givoo terminated
Bobrcski's employment. As previously noted, Givoo still had the long-term contract for I&C

technician work at the WASA/Blue Plains facility in 2005. Because of the unsettled evidence,
AU Craft set discovery and briefing deadlines covering the next two or three months.21

17

D. & O. (Bullard) at 6,14; D. & O. (Romano) at 3.

J~

CX 14 at 2; CX 16, exhibit 1; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 186-88; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 49-

50.
1~

D. & O. (Bullard) at 6-7,13,26; D. & O. (Romano) at 4, 6.

20

Bohreski 1' D.C. Water & Sewer Aiith. (WASA), AU No. 2001-CAA-006, slip op. at 55 (AU

July 11, 2005) (Online at
http://www.oalj.dol.gov/Decisions/AU/CAN200l/BOBRESK1_JAMES_J_ v_DISTRICT _OF_COL
UMBIA _ 2001 CAA00006 _(JUL_11_ 2005L 090013 _ORDER _ SD _filcs/css/BOBRESKI_JAMES _J_

v_DISTRICT _ OF _ COLUMBIA_2001CAA00006_(JUL_11_2005L090013_ ORDER_SD.HTM).
2J

D. & O. (Bullard) at 5; D. & O. (Romano) at 4; CX 14 at 55; ßobreski v. D.C. Water &

Sewer Aiit/i. (WASA), AU No. 2001-CAA-006, slip op. at 55; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 99; Tr.
(Romano hearing) at 201.

H

Salemi Hope Creek Betore Givoo 's Involvement

While litigating the W ASA casc, Bobreski worked many times at the Salem/Hope Creck

Nuclear Plant, including spring 2004, spring 2005, and fall 2005. The fall 2005 job was his
eighth time working at the Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant. Law, the foreman who hired
Bobreski in the spring and fall 2005, liked Bobreski, considered him very smart, and tried to hire

him when he was available. Law had worked as a contractor at thc Hope Creck NGS since
19H9.22

Law lcarned about Bobrcskïs sueeessful whistlcblower casc after he hired Bobreski for
the fall 2005 Salem NGS outage at the Salem Nuclear Plant and told Bobreski that he had heard
about Bobreski's case. Law heard about the case from an individual named Glen Kingsley,
which eaused Law to say "Jim's down on the island. I just hired .lim IBobreskiJ.,2-' Somctime

between September 26, 2005, and October 29, 2005, when Bobrcski worked at the Salcm NGS,
Law askcd Bobreski about his whistlcblowcr complaint and told him that he had heard about his
. ~4
victory.-

In 2005, Morgan also workcd as a project manager at Salcm/Hope Creek for another
company just before going back to work for Givoo in Octobcr 2005. During this time period
(fall 20(5), both Law and Bobrcski were also working on the island at Salem/Hopc Creck.
Bobreski gave undisputed testimony that someone called him about winning his case and told
Bobreski that the newspaper article about it was posted on a bulletin board at the job shop at the
Salem Plant. This second newspaper article, which was published in the Washington Post on
July 14. 2005, was titled "Judge Rules for Fired Contraetor at W ASA:' and stated that Cìivoo

discharged Bobreski and that Bobreski was awarded $66,000 in damages. Morgan
acknowledged that he had run into Law whilc he was working at the Salem plant right before he
started to work for Givoo in the fall of 2005. He also admitted that he could have seen Bobreski
while he was there, but he did not remember anything like that and he offered ambiguous

testimony about hearing things in the industry but staying out of it.2"

The W ASA case did not settle until September 2006, after the events at issue in this case
occurred?'

D. & O. (Bullard) at Y, 10; ex 3; ex 4 at 25; ex 20.
2.1

Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 16Y.

24

D. & O. (Bullard) at 7,24,25; D. & O. (Romano) at 4: ex 3.

2::

D. & O. (Romano) at 3; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 172; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 3H, IOH, 112,

114; ex 17 (2005 Washington Post article).
2(i

D. & O. (Bullard) at 3.
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The 2006 Hope Creek Outage

Meanwhile, in spring 2006, while WASA and Bobreski litigated the remedies issue for
the WASA case, Givoo became a subcontractor for Shaw Stone & Webster at the Hope Creek
NGS. Givner was involved in securing the contract with Shaw and was personally involved in
the hiring process. Givner personally signed the contract for Givoo on March 24, 2006.27

The contract in the record provides that Givoo, as the subcontractor, "shall supply all

adequate and competent labor, supervision, technical and professional and/or other services
required for the complete performance of the work generally described as I & C Support
Activities for the Hope Creek RF13 Refueling Outage. . .." The contract gave Shaw (the
Company) the reserved right to also provide for staff augmentation by "mutual agreement, but

this provision does not speak to a "veto" power over Givoo's staff augmentation.28

Law was working for Shaw during the spring 2006 outage at Hope Creek. Law's
testimony was uncontroverted that the hiring practice at the Hope Creek NGS changed when
Givoo became the subcontractor for the spring outage. He had assumed that he would be in

charge of staffing as previously, but Shaw told him that Givoo would be providing staffing, and
he did not take this very welL. Law was told to give his "list" of technicians to Givoo, that he

was to share everything with Givoo, and was subsequently told that his role would be a
"partnership" with Givoo for the outage. Givner saw Law's list and forwarded it to Morgan. It
was the same list Law used for the fall 2005 Salem NGS outage. Bobreski's name appeared four
times on that list. Givner saw Bobreski' s name on the list. Bobreski was well qualified to fill
the positions for which Givoo was hiring. The hiring process began with Givner, and Givner
successfully insisted that an individual named Stan Myka (or Mica) be hired even though he was
not on Law's list of potential candidates. Thus, and as AU Romano found, Givner had some
influence over the hiring process. Law sent his list to Morgan bye-mail dated February i 5,
2006. Givoo relied on Law's list of I&C workers to hire individuals for the Hope Creek outage.
At thc hearing, Givner, Morgan, and Law each referred to thc staffing either as a partnership or
as somcthing that both Morgan and Law did together. 29

The first contract Givoo had for staffing was done under contract with PSE&G. Under
this contract, Givoo hired a first wave of workers before Law was involved. Givner stated to the
Department of Labor that Givoo hired Cìivoo's "main guys" and another 20 people, mostly for

valve work. He explained that "Givoo only had 20 some people or 30 some people on thc job
27

D. & O. (Bullard) at 14; D. & O. (Romano) at 4; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 60-61; ex 4 at 14;

ex 9 at i O. Thc AU referred to the Shaw Group and Stone & Webster collectively as "Shaw." The
Shaw Group acquired Stone & Webster at some point in its history. D. & O. (Bullard) at ~ n.ll. We
also refer to the group as Shaw.
2S

21)

CX 9, Contract ~~2, 5, 6, at 4-6.

D. & O. (Bullard) at 8-9, 13-15, 17,20, 100-101; D. & O. (Romano) at 4, 11; Tr. (Bullard
hearing) at 56-57, 60, 62, 127, 140-143, 176, 177, 185; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 134, 142, 181.
Law's list is ex 1 at 7, 22-35.
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when Givoo had its own contract ¡with PSE&GJ. It was not until the Shaw contract that we
started bringing in people.".1()

It was made clear to Law that there was concern about the outage being successful, and
that if it was not succcssful. thcn he would not have a job. Givoo's main offcc fielded phone
calls from interested workers and then forwarded the names to Morgan..1!

Givoo began considering namcs for the Hope Crcek outage on February 10, 2006.
Morgan, a high level manager at Cìivoo. worked with Law to select names from Law's list. Law
and Morgan expressly discussed 130breski during the hiring phase and made a "decision" about
him..12 Morgan sat side-by-side with Law and said the names on his list while Law said "yes,
yes, no, no" and, upon arriving at Bobreskïs name. Law said "no. not at this time.".1.1 Givoo did
not select Bobreski to fill one of the positions. .1.1

Givoo began hiring individuals for the Hope Creek outage on February 27, 2006. On that
same day, Bobreski called Law, seeking employment for the spring 2006 Hope Creek job. Law
told him to contact Morgan. The contract date was March 6, 200ó. and Givoo and Shaw signed
it on March 24 and 29, 2006, respectively. Law and Morgan knew that Bobreski was available
for the spring outage at Hope Creek. ,1'

On March 20, and 21, 200ó, Bobreski again called Law about a position..1ti Law told him

that he did not have any problems with Bohreski, hut that he was not the person in charge of
I()

D. & O. (Bullard) at 9; Tr. (Romano hearing) at 19S, 205; Tr. (Bullard hcaring) at 56-57,
141; eX4.

.ìl

Tr. (13ullard hearing) at YL, 142-4l.

,12

Law's testimony was not clear on this point. While he testified that hc nevcr told Morgan not
to hire 13obreski. he also tcstified that a "decision" had been made nut to hire Bobreski and that he
participated in "the decision" to leave Bobreski ofT of the list of the ninety people who were hired.
D. & O. (Bullard) at 11; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 154, lóH.

.ì.ì

q

D. & O. (Romano) at 4. ó; D. & O. (Bullard) at 12.

D. & O. (Bullard) at 12.20-21. n: D. & O. (Romano) at 4: Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 154. IHH:

ex i, at l.
.1;

D. & O. (Bullard) at 7,12,14,15.17: D. & O. (Romano) at 4; ex 4 at 28; ex 7; ex at IO
In spite of the signature blocks on the contract. and given the record. wc assume that Payne signed
for Shaw, and Givner signed for Givoo.

,1(,

In summarizing Bobreskïs testimony. i\LJ Bullard imprecisely stated that the phone records
showed that Bobreski called Law on March 21 (D. & O. (Bullard) at 8) and that ex 6 showed that

Bobreski called Law on March 20 (D. & O. (Bullard) at 17). ex ó actually shows that Bobreski
called Law twice, on March 20 and 21, 200ó. D. & O. (Bullard) at 17; ex ó.
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hiring for the outage and did not have any control over hiring. Bobreski testified that he believed
that Law again told him to contact Morgan and gave him a second number for Morgan in this
calL. On March 20 and 21, 2006, Bobreski called Morgan to seek employment.37 Morgan told
Bobreski that there was a hiring freeze and that Bobreski should seek work at another power
plant that Morgan thought was hiring. However, Givoo continued hiring individuals until April
3,2006.38

Of the 195 individuals39 on Law's list, 8940 technicians were hired for the spring 2006
outage.4\ The list has no indication that it is in rank order. In fact, twenty-eight individuals42

were listed lower than Bobreski but they were hired for the Hope Creek Outage. Givner's staff
had to "scramble"' to hire the ninety technicians that were required to staff the Hope Creek NGS

outage because it was one of the largest outages in Hope Creek's history, and there were six
37 Bobreski called Morgan at two different numbers, on March 20, at 3:21 p.m. and on March
21, at 10:48 a.m. CX 6; D. & O. (Bullard) at 17. Morgan called Bobreski hack from the second

number on March 21, at 9:20 p.m. ¡d.
38

D. & O. (Bullard) at 7-8,10, 17; D. & O. (Romiino) at 4; Tr. (Bullard) at 76-77, 245, 277;

ex 6; ex 5 at 4. See also Givoo's prehearing statement. p. 2. n. I. "Givoo hired 9 technicians on

February 27, 2006; 3 technicians on March 6, 2006; 1 technician on March 8, 2006; 10 technicians

on March 13, 2006; 1 technician on March 20, 2006; 2 technicians on March 27, 2006; 28
technicians on March 29, 2006; 1 technician on March 30, 2006; and 35 technicians on April 3,
2006."
39

Law's list actually contains several lists found in ex 1, pages 22-35. The first list is the

miister list (pages 22-26) and contains Bobreski's name and every name found on all of the other
lists. The master list has 202 names on it but duplicates seven niimes (Tom Woodson, John

Wilczynski, Peter Holbit, Ron Anthony, Mark Sainsott, Doug Phillips, iind Phil Antone), meaning it

has 195 different people. All of the other lists represent different groupings of names from the
master list. Bobreskïs name appears on three of

the other lists for a total offour timcs.

40

While the list contains 90 entries, William Beadleston is listed twice, and Givoo stipulated
that only one Bill Beadleston worked the outage. Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 150.

4i

Standing alone, Law's master list does not support the inference that 105 individuals were

rejected for the Hope Creek outage. There was no evidence in the record that all or most of these
individuals were available to work the Hope Creek outage. But there is evidence that there were six
outages in the surrounding area. CX 4 at 17; Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 66-67. Additionally, at least six
of the individuals on the list wcre listed as "retired" (R. Bomgardner, Jack McM ichac!' Finn Olsen,

Jim Romano, Mark Sainsott, and Larry Switzer).
42

They were: Dave Fresch, Tom Jordan, Jim Hartley, Dick Williiims, Kcvin Burke, Bill

Beadleston, Stan Kateusz, Juan Cintron, Jamie Flint, Robert Sloboda, Patricia Coughlin, Marty
Foley, Rupert Eisgruber, Jef Santos, John Hamilton, Peter Holbit, Mitch Rybacki, Eric Miles,

Rodney Kempton, Bill Byler, Donald Gebert, Steve Kulish, Don Howell, Dale Meredith, Doug
Schipper, Carrol Thereo, Dan Sala, and Jeremy Redkay. ex 1, at 22-35 compared to ex 10 Hirc
List.
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other outages in the area that made availability an issue. The final list of names of technicians to
be hired had to be submitted to the customer by March 29. 2006. Givner gave varied accounts
about why Givoo failed to hire Bobreski.4.l

On May 2, 2006, Bobreski filed a complaint with OSHA in this matter. Givoo responded
to the complaint by letter dated May 22, 2006, signed by Cìivner, and stated: (I) "Morgan was
responsible for staffing the project;" (2) "On February 15, 20()(), Mr. Morgan received an e-mail
from Mr. Vince Law with the previous fall Salem 2005 organizational chart and a manpower list
of over 200 I&C technicians with previous Salem/Hope Creek experience;" (3) Givner spoke
"directly with Vince Law;" and (4) Law informed I&C techs to call Givoo, specifically Mr. Mel
Morgan, and provided them with Mr. Morgan's office and cell phone telephone numbers;"
Significantly, Givoo stated: "Between February. 2006 and our final hiring submittal date of
March 29, 2006, Mr. Morgan received over 150 calls from technicians. At no time during this
period did Mr. Morgan receive a call from BobreskI" Givner also stated to DOL that on April 3,
2006, Bobreski spoke to Morgan about the job, and Morgan told Bohreski that the job was fully
staffed.44

Givoo's written response then went on to explain thai Mel Morgan allegedly followed the
union guidelines to staff the project and implicitly asserted that Bobreski was not hired because
he failed to follow the union guidelines. But submission of a resume was not mandatory and
application requirements did not exist."¡~ Elaborating further. Givoo stated: "It is Givoo's

position that this unfortunate situation occurred as a result of a lack of communication or
inaction ¡by! Bobreski." "In the future, Givoo would have no problem considering Bobrcski for
I&C work. eithcr at the Salem/I lope Creek Project or similar work. throughout the country.',4()

On September 22, 2006, the W ASA litigation ended when the AU issued an order
approving a settlement.

On September 27.2007. OSI IA dismissed Bobreskïs complaint in this matter. Bobreski
timely objected and requested a hearing, which the AU held on July 29, 2008. On January 26,
2009, the AU issued a D. & O. dismissing the complaint. In June 201 I, the Board remanded for
further clarifications.
On remand. an AL.I "held a re-hearing on April 3, 20 I 2 in order to clarify certain factual

ambiguities underseored by the ARB's directive and to make adequate witness credibility

determinations .. The second AU ruled against Bobreski, and he again appealed to the
Board.
4.ì

D. & O. (Bullard) at 15, 16 (varied accounts), 17: I). & O. (Romano) at 4; Tr. (Bullard

hearing) at 66-67. 90, 138: Tr. (Romano hearing) at 15.\ ex I at 4-5: ex 4 at 17: ex 10.
44

ex i, at 1,4-5.

4~

D. & O. (Bullard) at 20.

4(,

ex I,at 1,4-5.
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JURJSDICTION AND STANDARD OF REVIEW

As the Secretary's designee on appeals. we have authority to review the AU's decision
and serve as the final executive and quasi-judicial review of whistleblower claims. Pursuant to
the Secretary's regulations, the Board reviews questions of law de novo and "findings of facts"
for substantial evidence.47

The meaning of substantial evidence has loosely been described in several ways

but with

some repeated themes. Obviously, the "substantial evidence" test requires that there be

"evidence" behind each of the ALl's material fact findings. The more difficult part of the
substantial evidence test is the word "substantial." In defining the tem1 "substantial," the Board
and the federal courts have required that substantial evidence be the kind that "a reasonable mind
might accept as adequate to support a conclusion,.,4wa logical relationship between evidence and

a finding of fact. The fact finding must "take into account whatever in the record fairly detracts
from its weight,,,49 having a sufficient contextual strength. A finding of fact lacks contextual
strength and substantial evidence if "the ¡adjudicator) ignores, or fails to resolve, a conflict
created by countervailing evidence"so or "if it is overwhelmed by other evidence or if it really
constitutes mere conclusion."S) Given these principles, the substantial evidence test requires us
to apply a three-part analysis for each finding of fact relevant to the issues on appeal: (1)
whether the AU and/or the parties have identified record evidence for each of the material fact
findings; (2) whether the supporting evidence logically supports the fact finding; and, if so, (3)
whether the record as a whole overwhelms the fact finding or contains factual disputes that
expose the fact finding as still unresolved. We must be convinced that each fact finding has
evidence allowing for a logical inference that arguably fits with the remaining record. We listed

these three analytical steps in a self-evident progressive order, but we recognize that anyone of
these steps alone can expose the lack of substantial evidence and that no particular order is
required.
47

For the delegation, see Secretary's Order No. 02-2012 (Delegation of Authority and
Assignment of Responsibility to the Administrative Review Board), 77 Fed. Reg. 69378, § 5(c)(19)
(Nov. 16,2012). 5 U.S.CA. § 557(b)(Thomson Reuters 2(11). For the standard of review, see 29
CF.R. § 24. i 10(b). See also Johnson v. Siemens BIdl;. Techs.. Inc., ARB No. 08-032, AU No.
2005-S0X-015, slip op. at 5 (ARB Mar. 31,2011).
4H

Universal Camera v. N.L.R.B., 340 U.S. 474, 477 (1951) (quoting Consolidated Ediso/l Co.
v. N.L.R.B., 305 U.S. 197, 229 (1938)); Henrich 1/. Eculab, Inc., ARB No. 05-030, AU No. 2004SOX-051, slip op. at 7 (ARB June 29, 2006).

4')

Universal Camera Corp., 340 U.S. at 488.

50

Dorfv. Bowen, 794 F.2d 896, 901 (3d Cir. 1986).

5J

Dalton v. U.S. Dep't of Labor, No. 01-9535, 2003 WL 356780, at *445 (lOth Cir. Feb. 19,
2(03) (quoting Ray v. Bowen, 865 F.2d 222, 224 (lOth Cir. 1989)). See also Carter v. Marten

Transp., Ltd., ARB Nos. 06-101, 06-159; AU No. 2005-STA-063, slip op. at 7-8 (ARB June 30,
2008) (citations omitted).
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Several principles of administrative review require us to be cautious in our review of

findings of fact. For example, we apprcciate that wc must uphold an AU's supported findings of
fact even if substantial evidencc supports a contrary view, and even if we justifiably disagree
with the finding."" We treat even more carefully the AU's credibility determinations based on
demeanor and overturn such findings only if they "conflict with a clear preponderance of the
evidence" or "are 'inherently incrediblc or patently unreasonable. ,.,,:J But as for the ultimate
question of contributory factor, alìcr acccpting the ALJ's findings supported by substantial
evidence, we will set aside the ultimatc finding if we '''cannot conscientiously find that the
evidence supporting that decision is substantiaL, when viewed in the light that the record in its
entirety furnishes....,4

DISCUSSION
(;OVCrlÙ1R 1~(lW

In deciding any whistleblower case. we look first to the ERA whistleblower statute that
governs this case and providcs a list of protected activity at 42 U.S.c.A. ~ SR51(a)(the ERA
Protccted Activity)." That section provides as follows:

(1) No employer may discharge any cmployee or otherwise

discriminate against any cmployee with respect to his
compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment
because the employee (or person acting pursuant to a request of the
employee) ---

(A) notified his employer of an alleged violation of this
chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.sc: 2011 et
seq.);

(B) refused to engage in any practice made unlawful by this

chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, if thc employee has
identificd the alleged illegality to the employer;

)2

Hirsl v. Se. Airlines, Ine., ARB Nos. 04-1 i 6, 04- I 60; AU No. 2003-AIR-047, slip op. at 6

(ARB Jan. 3 1,20(7) (quoting Uniit'rml Camcra Corp., 340 U.S. at 4~~).
,.1

Palmer I'. W. Truck Manpower. No. i 9~5-STA-006, slip op. at 4 (Sec'y Jan. 16. 1(87)
(quoting Cordero I'. Triple A Mach. ,)'/iop. 5~0 F.2d 1331, 1335 (9th Cir. 197H)). See also .1eler v.
A vior Tech. Operations, /ne., ARB No. 06-035, ALI No. 2004-AIR-030, slip op. at 13 (ARB Fch. 2lJ,
200H).
,4

Speegle v. Stone & Wehster Constr., /ne., ARB No. 06-041, AU No. 200S-ERA-006, slip or.
at 7 (ARB Sept. 24, 20(9) (quoting Universal Camera Corp., 340 U.S. at 477-478).
'is

See notes 1 and 2.
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(C) testified before Congress or at any Federal or State
proceeding regarding any provision (or proposed provision) of this
chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954;
(D) commenced, caused to be commenced, or is about to
commence or cause to be commenced a proceeding under this

chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, or a
proceeding for the administration or enforcement of any

requirement imposed under this chapter or the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended;
(E) testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding or;
(F) assisted or participated or is about to assist or

participate in any manner in such a proceeding or in any other
manner in such a procecding or in any other action to carry out the

purposes of this chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended.

Subscction 5851(b)(3)(C) provides that "(tJhe Secretary may determine that a violation of
subsection (a) of this section has occurred only if the complainant has demonstrated that any
(ERA Protected Activity) was a contributing factor in the unfavorable personnel action alleged in
the complaint." This provision creates the "violation" clause of the ERA whistleblower

provisions. The plain meaning of "contributing factor" focuses on whether protected activity did
or did not, in fact, contribute at all to an employer's unfavorable employment action. Congress
expressly ensured that the causation standard was not defined as meaning an essential ("but for")
or significant ("motivating") factor as in other discrimination statutes but rather a lower
causation standard of "contributory factor." To prove that a covered employer "violated" the

ERA whistleblower protection law, a complainant must establish that: (1) he engaged in activity
the ERA protects; (2) the employer subjected him to an unfavorable personnel action; and (3) the

protected activity was in fact a "contributing factor in the unfavorable personnel action." 42
U .S.c.A. § 5851 (b )(3)(C).56 If a complainant proves that a violation occurred, then the focus

turns to the relief that should be ordered.
The affirmative defense clause of the ERA whistleblower provisions, 42 U .S.c.A. §
5851(b)(3)(D), prevents the Secretary from ordering relief for a proven whistleblower violation
"if the employer demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that it would have taken the
same unfavorable personnel action in the absence of such behavior" (the same decision defense).

The higher standard of proof makes sense where the complainant proved, in fact, that the
employer violatcd the ERA whistleblower provision. As the Eleventh Circuit observed in 1997,

Congress delibcrately sought to make it tough for violators to escape from paying for their
unlawful whistleblower retaliation.57 But this high standard applies only if the complainant first

convinces the AU by a preponderance of all the relevant evidence presented that protected
activity actually contributed to the employer's unfavorable cmployment action.
56

See also Hoffman v. NextEra Energy, Inc., & Florida Power & Light Co., ARB No. 12-062,
AU No. 2010-ERA-011, slip op. at 4 (ARB Dec. 17,2013) (Amended Decision).
57

Stone & Webster Eng 'g Corp. v. Herman, 115 F.3d 1568, 1572 (11 th Cir. 1997).
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The Issues Pendint! Before the Board ajicr Remand

In the first AU Decision, thc AU found that Bobreski had proven that he engaged in
protected activity and suffered an adverse action (retusal-to-hire),~x leaving causation as

Bobreski's only unproven e1cment in his claim of a whistleblower violation. On appeal, in
reviewing the issue of causation, we found that: (1) thc AU crred by excluding whistleblower

litigation in defining Bobreskïs protected activity; (2) the AU's dccision had material
conflicting findings of fact and left critical questions of fact unresolved; and (3) the AU failed to
consider the evidence as wholc as required by law. All of these errors materially affected the
issue of causation. We now turn to that issue.

In our remand order, wc cmphasized that the complainant's burden on the causation
element involvcs a single ultimate issue after an evidentiary hearing in ERA whistlchlower
cases: whethcr thc complainant proved that his protected activity was a "contributory f~ictor" in

the employer's unhivorable employment deeision. To answer that question, where the
complainant presents his case by circumstantial evidence, we repcatedly stated that the AU must
considcr "all" the cvidence "as a whole" to dctermine if the protected activity did or did not
"contribute." By "air of the evidence, we mean all the evidence that is relcvant to the question
of causation. This requires eollecting the complainant's evidence on eausation, assessing the

weight of each piece, and then detcrmining its collective weight. The same must be done with
all of the employer's evidence offered to rebut the complainant's claim of contributory t~ictor.

For the complainant to prove contributory factor before the AU, all of his circumstantial
evidence weighed togethcr against the defendant's countervailing evidence must not only permit
the conclusion, but also convince the AU. that his protected activity did in fact contribute to the

unfavorable personnel action. Because contributory factor permits unlawful retaliatory reasons
to co-exist with lawful reasons, a complainant does not need to prove that lawful reasons were
pretext.~() Circumstantial evidence may include a wide variety of evidence, such as motive, bias.
work pressures, past and current relationships of the involved parties, animus, temporal

proximity, pretext, shifting explanations, and material changes in employer practices, among
other types of evidence.!)o As the United States Supreme Court has stated, "'¡c)ircumstantial

~x

¡\ t ora I argument. G ivoo objected to t he Board's statement that Bobresk i was "rejected" I()r
the Hope Creck outage. As the court stated in I/asan, for claims asserting discriminatory refusal to
hire, there is no relevant difference between "not selected" and "rejected." See I/asan \'. US Dcl)'1

ofl"afJor, 545 F.3d 24?ì. 251 (3d Cir. 2()()~) (o,¡\ Eiilure to hire a qualilìed individual for a position is a
'rejection' for purposes of
establishing" a retaliatory refusal to hire undcr the ERA).
.,IJ

See Franchini I'. Argonne Nal'l rah. ¡\RB No. 11-006, AU No. 2009-ERA-OI4, slip op. at
7, n.17 (ARB Sept. 26, 2012). AU Romano erroneously required that Bohreski prove his protected
activity was "the reason" for the unfavorable employment action and that Bobreski prove "pretext"

as to the cmployer's reasons. D. & O. (Romano) at 8.
60

See, e.g., Marra v. Phi/a. l!oIiS. Allth.. 497 F.3d 286, 299, 302-306 (3d Cir. 2(07) (a "broad

array" of circumstantial evidence may prove a causal link, such as temporal proximity, animus,

antagonistic conduct, discriminatory remarks hy nondecisionmakers, and inconsistent reasons). See
a/so floffman v. Bossert, No. 1994-CJ\A-004. slip op. at 5 (Sec'y Sept. 19. 1995) (respondents
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evidence is not only sufficient, but may also be more certain, satisfying and persuasive than
direct evidence. ",61

After attempting to comply with the statutory and reguiator/2 mandate to consider the
evidence as a whole, the AU on remand found that Bobreski failed to prove his protected
activity contributed to Givoo's rejection of him in 2006. The AU in Bobreski II found no causal
link ultimately on the grounds that a third party, Law, unilaterally decided not to hire Bobreski,
purportedl y without Givner's or Morgan's influence. Both AU s raised serious concerns about

Givner's testimony and Givoo's rebuttal evidence. Bobreski argues that the AU on remand
failed to consider all of the evidence as a whole as the Board required and failed to consider the
strong inferences created by the circumstantial evidence. In contrast, Givoo argues that the AU
correctly ruled that Law made a unilateral decision to reject Bobreski without Givoo's influence.

We agree with Bobreski that AU Romano, like the first AU before him, failed to
consider the evidence as a whole and collectively weigh all of Bobreski's evidence against all of
Givoo's rebuttal cvidcnce to determine the question of causation. Instead, as we elaborate

below, both AUs fragmentcd the causation question into many subparts and required Bobreski
to prove each of the subparts by a preponderance of the evidence, and arguably required direct
evidence.63 For example, despite AU Romano's express finding that Givoo's top operations

shifting explanations wcre rclevant because thcy strongly indicated that lack of work and low
seniority were a pretcxt).
61

Desert Palace, Inc., v. Costa, 539 U.S. 90, 100 (2003) (quoting Rogers v. Missouri Pacific R.

Araujo v. N..l Tral1yit Rail Operations, Inc., 708 F.3d
152, 161 (3d Cir. 20l3) (direct evidence is not required to prove causation in a Title VII employment
discrimination casc) (quotation omitted).
Co., 352 U.S. 500,508 n.l7 (1957)). See also

62
by

ALJ orders must be issued "on consideration of the whole record or those parts thereof eited
a par't and surported by and in accordance \vith the reliable. probative. and substantial evidence."

5 U.S.C.A § 556 (d). We note that the AL also has a duty under applicable procedural regulations
to make his or hcr decision based on th~ rccord as a whole. See 29 CF.R. § 18.57(b).
63

While AU Bullard said Bobreski did not need to "raise direct evidence," she looked at the
circumstantial evidence in fragments and effcctively required direct evidcnce in each fragment and
did not consider thc cumulativc effcct of the circumstantial evidence. D. & O. (Bullard) at 27. For
example, she rcjccted the circumstantial evidence of

Morgan's employment relationship with Givner

because thcy did not "physically" work togethcr" and because they did not work at a "common sitc
on a daily basis." D. & O. (Bullard) at 24, 26-27. This suggests that for AU Bullard it was

necessary for co-workers to sit next to each othcr on the exact day that a news story breaks to be
convinced that Morgan knew of the seven-year long WASA litigation. AL Bullard said very little
about the circumstantial evidence that Morgan was one of Givoo's top managers from the fall of

2005 through thc Hope Creck outage in 2006. Likewise, AU Romano focused on Morgan's
employment with Sun in July 2005 in finding that the evidence of

record about Morgan's knowledgc

was "insufficient for (him) to infer that Mr. Morgan had knowledge of Complainant's
whistleblowing." D. & O. (Romano) at i 2. AU Romano overlooked the same mountain of

circumstantial cvidencc Bobrcski presented, like the fact that Morgan was Givoo's marketing

IK

manager (Cìivner) had "animus" and "some intluenec" over the Hopc Creek outage staftng, he,

like AU Bullard, ultimately rcquired the equivalent of direct evidence that Givner told Morgan
and Law to reject 130breski and direct evidence that Morgan knew of Bobreski's WASA
litigation.lll But "lpJroof of knowledge can take the form of direct or circumstantial evidence."!')
Not surprisingly, 130hreski had no direct evidence in this case where the Respondents managers
are the only source of direct evidence as to what they said to cach other or implicitly understood
about hiring Bohreski on a Givoo contract.

In reaching our decision, we adhered to the review standards previously mentioned and
we relied on the AUs' findings supported by substantial evidence to determine whether the AUs
made the neeessary findings to reach a decision and properly dismissed Bobreski's case. We did
not reach our conclusions by reweighing all the evidence, resolving conflicts in the evidence, and
making credibility determinations. We find that critical fact finclings lack substantial evidence.
Given that 130breski has the burden of proof on causation, we begin our analysis by reviewing
the AUs' findings of fact and undisputed facts related to Bobreskïs case to determine, when

viewed as a whole, whether it could support a finding of whistleblower retaliation. If such
evidence could not support a finding of retaliation, then our review of the merits can cease. If his

evidence as a whole can support a finding of whistleblower retaliation, then we will examine the

wcight of (ìivoils cvidenee to dctermine if it could support an AU finding that it rebutted
Bobreskïs claim of rctaliation. If Cìiv()o's cvidenee fails to provide legally sufficient basis to
rebut Bobrcskï s evidence, we must consider whether a remand is necessary or whether

Bobrcskïs cvidcnce is so strong that remand is unnecessary.
The AL./.\ 'jiiidiiigs regardiiig !Johreski's I:'l'ideiice

The AIJs' findings of fact supported by substantial evidence and undisputed evidence
demonstrate that Bohreski presented very strong evidence of whistlehlower retaliation that

stretched the gamut of circumstantial evidence (e.g., temporal proximity, shifting explanations
and policies. pretext, significant inconsistencies, etc.). To hegin with, the AIJs' findings related
to Bobreskïs prima facie cvidence for a failure-to-hire claim bear upon the question of
causation, including that he was well qualified for the job in question and had direct and recent
experience working outages at the Salem/Hope Creek Plant twice in 200S.1i1i All the decisionmanager at the Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant where Law also worked, not to mention the very
suspicious manner in which Givoo rejected Bobreski.
h4

D. & 0, (Romano) at 12 (finding that Bobreski failed to prove Morgan's knowledge). i\s

implausible as it is that Morgan did not know about Bobreskïs protected activity. the "knowledgc"

requirement is met if the legal entity was on notice. See, C.g., (¡ore/oil I'. N. yc. Bd. of Fdiie., 2:2
F.3d i i I, I D-14, i 16 (2d Cir. 2(00) (Title VII context).
!i:i

(¡oodmaii I'. I'a JiJk COJnm '/1, 293 F.3d 655, 670 (3d Cir. 2(02).

(,!i

Likc Title Vii cases, we find that evidence relevant to support a prima facie case of failure-

to-hire is also relevant circumstantial evidence in ultimately proving retaliation. OISOIl v. GCll. LIce.

Astro,\pace. 101 F.3d 947. 952 (3d Cir. 1996) ("Once the plaintiff has pointed to some evidence
which sufficiently discrcdits the employer's proffercd reasons. plaintiff need not 'also come forward
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makers for the Hope Creek 2006 outage agreed that Bobreski was qualified to do the work, and
they all said they would have hired Bobreski. The only list in the record of potential candidates
had Bobreski's name on it four times. Givoo had to "scramble" to hire workers because of a
shortage of available workers due to six outages in the area. Bobreski' s name was actually

uttered by Morgan and Law when they met together to review the list of candidates to staff the
Hope Creek outage. Law had hired Bobreski twice in 2005 to work at the Salem/Hope Creek
facility, but neither of those projects involved Givoo.

The AUs' findings regarding temporal proximity substantially add to the cumulative
weight of Bobreski's claim that his protected activity contributed to Givoo's rejection of him in
the spring of 2006. In July 2005, Bobreski won his whistleblower retaliation claim against
WASA, a utility plant operator with whom Givoo had a long-term contract stretching from at
least 1999 to 2008. This was significant because Bobreski was a Givoo employee when he
engaged in whistleblowing activity at W ASA. Givoo tried to downplay the W ASA litigation as
irrelevant, bu t the entire case centered on Bobreski' s and other Givoo employees' interactions

with WASA managers. Key evidence included Bobreski's communications with Daniel
Juanillo,fi7 Givoo project manager at W ASA. One of Givoo's high-ranking managers (John
Moore) testified at a deposition for that case. In the July 2005 WAS

A decision, the AU

mentioned Givoo or its project manager (Juanillo) over 300 times throughout her 55-page written
order in addition to the countless references to Bobreski. Even at the conclusion of the decision,
in postponing the damages issue for additional analysis, the AU said there was uncertainty about
the damages because Bobreski was no longer working for Givoo. Givoo still held the contract

for the Blue Plains facility in 2005 and 2006. In January 2006, only a few months after the
W ASA ruling, Givoo secured a bid to do work at the Hope Creek plant. Bobreski and W ASA

settled the WASA case in September 2006, after the Hope Creek outage. Consequently, the
hiring decisions in this case were cngulfed by the whistleblowing litigation involving one of
Givoo's clients.

The AUs' fïndings regarding Givner's animus and motivation add more weight to
Bobreski's whistleblower claim. The first AU was "skeptical of Mr. Givner's testimony that he
was willing to hirc Complainant," finding such testimony "inconsistent with the evidence. . . ."fi8
She further found that Givner understood that "Complainant would not seek employment with

Respondent (Givoo J. ,,(") The second AU reaflïrmed this fact in finding that "Givner harbored
some animus toward Complainant and had motive to retaliate against Complainant for his
with additional evidence of discrimination beyond his or her prima facie case.' Rather, the factfinder

may consider the clements of plaintiffs prima facie case along with the rejection of the employer's
explanation and conclude that illegal discrimination is more likely than not the true reason for the
challenged employment action.") (quoting Fiientes v. Perskie, 32 F.3d 759, 764 (3d Cir. 1994)).
67
Juanillo was fired from Blue Plains in May 2000. See Bobreski v. D.C. Water & Sewer A

(WASA), AU No. 2001-CAA-006, slip op. at 40, n.100.
6S

D. & O. (Bullard) at 23.

69

ld.

11th.
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whistleblowing against W ASA:.70 Givoo hired Bobreski almost a dozen times before the 1999
WAS

A incident but never after that incident. Givner was the one who fired Bobrcski at WASA

in 1999. In 2000, after the Bobreski story broke on the front page of the Washington Post,

Givner ordered Moore to send out a memo reminding employees that they must obtain his
approval for all mcdia contacts.

Givner's animus toward Bobreski was critical because Givner secured thc contract with
Shaw a fcw months after the WASA liability ruling and signed the contract on Cìivo(ls behalf.
Further, both AUs expressly found that Givncr was involved at some level in thc hiring process
for the outage. Givner's wife owns Givoo and Givner serves as the top manager. The first AU

found that the hiring process began with Givner, and Givner successfully insisted that an
individual named Stan Myka (or Mica) be hired even though he was not on La\\"s list of
potential candidates. Law was told to turn over his "list of technicians" to Cìivncr and Morgan.

which he did. and Givner noticed Bobreski's name on it. The first AU found that Givner
oversaw the "day-to-day operations. including seeking contracts and managing employecs:.71
This would include the PSE&G and Shaw contracts to staff the spring 2006 outage.

Thc AUs' findings regarding shifting policies and shifting explanations add yet more
weight to Bobreskïs cireumstantial evidence case of retaliation. A significant shift in conduct
was that Law hired Bohreski twice in 2005 at the Salem/Hope Creek Plant when Givoo was not
involved and then did not hire him in 2006 at the same nuclear plant when Givoo was involved.
after Law learned for the first time about Bobrcskïs successful whistleblower ease. Although
dismissing somc of the shifting as "understandable," the second AU expressly acknowledged
that Law and Morgan "provided Complainant with 'shifting explanations about the hiring
proeess....72 For example, Shaw told Law that Givoo would be in charge of the staffing, not Law
as previously, but in reality Givoo and Shaw acted as a partnership in making hiring decisions.
Yet, when Bobreski called Law, Law told Bobrcski both on February 27 and March 20 or 2 i that

he had nothing to do with thc hiring and that Bobreski would havc to call Morgan. When
Bobreski spokc to Morgan on March 20th or 21st, Morgan said there was a hiring freeze, but
Givoo continued to hirc technicians after that date. Morgan told Bobreski that he should look for

work at another plant that was hiring.

Givoo's inconsistent explanations eontinued into the litigation of Bobrcskïs claims. The
AUs glosscd over the many inconsistencics arising during OSHA interviews, but they did not
and cannot discount the inconsistencies created by Givoo's own written statement. Cìivo(ls

written statcment to OSHA, signed by Givner, identifies entirely different reasons to explain why
Bobreski was not hired and nowhcre mentions that Law rejccted Bobreski, much less unilaterally

rejected him. In fact, the written statement identifies Morgan as the person who was in charge of
staffing and nowhere mentions that Law had a decision-making role in hiring decisions. The
statement also points to union protocols and lack of an updated resume as additional reasons for
711

D. & O. (Romano) at J I.

71

D. & O. (Bullard) at i J.

72

D. & O. (Romano) at i l.
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not hiring Bobreski. But AU Bullard rejected as incredible the testimony that submission of a
résumé was mandatory and specifically found that application requirements did not exist. In the
statement to OSHA, Givner said that Givoo did not hear from Bobreski before April 3, 2006, and
"at no time during this period did Mr. Morgan receive a call from Bobreski," but AU Bullard
found and record evidence shows that Bobreski had called Law and Morgan multiple times
between February 27 and March 21, 2006. Other reasons Givner cited in his written statement
included that Givoo did not know where Bobreski was even though Bobreski had just won his
lawsuit against WASA (Givoo's client) in July 2005, was still litigating that claim in 2006,
Bobreski had worked twice in 2005 for Law at the Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant, and was
listed four times on a list sent to Givner in February 2006. One of the most glaring

inconsistencies is that Givner and Morgan said they would hire Bobreski and that he was
qualified but, in fact, they did not hire him in 2006 or at any time after the W ASA
whistleblowing incident in 1999.73 The circumstantial evidence does not end there and continues
to pile up.

The AUs' findings about the relationships between and among the managers and
decision-makers also bolsters Bobreski's circumstantial evidence case that Givner, Morgan, and

Law acted in concert to staff the Hope Creek outage consistent with Givner's expressed or
implied wishes.74 All of them knew each other and worked with each other over a period of at
least 15 years. All of them worked at some of the same east coast facilities. Givoo had only a
handful of permanent employees over the years, including Morgan and Law. Givner explained
that Morgan and Law worked together as partners in deciding whom to hire. Morgan was not
just "close to Respondent's management," as the first AU described him, he was "management."
Returning to Givoo in October 2005, Morgan was among the top three Givoo managers working
on staffing and servicc contracts, where Givoo employed a total of six pcrmanent employees.
Morgan worked at Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant at the end of 2005, where Law and Bobreski
were working at the end of 2005, circumstantial evidence the AUs overlooked.75

73

There is no evidence of record to support that Givoo ever offered Bobreski a job after the

spring 2006 outage.
74

See Byrd v. Il. Dep'i or Pub. Health, 423 F.3d 696,708-09 (7th CiT. 2005) ("f the employer
simply rubber-stamps a recommendation tainted with illegal bias, the employer is liable for the harm
caused" unless the employer took action against the complaining employee for independent reasons
untainted by any illegal motive.); Willis v. !i1ariol1 Cniy. Auditor's Of/ìce, 118 F.3d 542, 547 (7th Ci r.

1997) (The "contributory factor" test prevents "an employer from escaping liability by setting up
many layers of pro forma review, thus making the operative decision that of a subordinate with an
illicit motive.").
75

Focusing too much on Morgan's work in Canada and home in Syracuse, New York, as if he
had no possible way of contacting Givoo, the ALJs overlooked the more significant facts that

Morgan worked for Givoo months before the Hope Creek outage in addition to working at the
Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant where Law hearcl from a co-worker that Bobreski won his WASA
case. See Goodman, 293 F.3d 655 at 67 I (an employer's knowledge can be inferred from
circumstantial evidence, e.g., evidence that the information was well known in the workplace).
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Taken as a whole, the AUs' tindings related to Bobreskïs circumstantial evidence
presented a very strong case that Bobreskïs protected activity contributed to the reason that the
Givner-Morgan-Law trio did not select him for the 2006 Hope Creek outage. The inference of
retaliation in such a strong case cannot be ignored without rebuttal evidence supported by

substantial evidence.71i We next review the AUs' findings relating to Givoo's rebuttal evidence
to determine whether it provides support for AU Romano's ultimate finding that Bobreski's
proteeted activity did not eontribute at all to Givoo's failure to hire him for the 2006 Hope Creek
outage.
Deficiencies IiJith the AL.lsfìndings regarding Givoo's rchultal evidence.

AU Romano concluded that Givoo's evidence rebutted Bobrcskïs mountain of
circumstantial evidence of whistleblower retaliation ultimately because of onc reason: a nonGivoo employee (Law) unilaterally rejected Bobreski for the Hope Creek outage.77 We find four

reasons why this finding fails to support the dismissal of Bobreskïs claim that Givoo rctaliatcd
against him. First, this reason does not address the first wave of individuals hired by Givoo

without Law's involvement. In early February 2006, Givner saw Law's candidate list with

Bobreskïs name appcaring multiple timcs, and Givner did not hire him before Law's
involvement. Second, the AU's findings establish that Morgan also rejected Bobreski on March
21, 2006, when he told Bohreski there was a "hiring freeze" and that he should look for work
elsewhere: yet. the ALJ's findings establish that hiring continued atìer that date. Morgan
contradicts his own statement that he had "no objeetion" to Bobreski. Consequently. (ìivoo's
evidence that Law allegedly made a unilateral decision does not rebut thc evidence of Givner's

initial hiring dccisions and Morgan's direct rejection of Bobreski. These gaps in the findings are

7ti

Similar to motions for directed verdict, in rare instances, the complainant presents a case so
strong that the fact finder cannot dishelieve it and the only reasonahle conclusion is to rule in his
favor. (j: Trials, lJB Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. ~ 2535, n.4 Od ed.) (discussing judgment as a matter of
law for party bearing hurden of proal). See also (;ateiihy v. Altooiia Aviatioii Cori)., 2M'; F. Supp.

5lJ!), 602-0lJ (w.n. Pa. i 9(7) (granting plaintitrs motion for directed verdict for plaintiff and
rejecting jury's detcnse verdict). In this case. as we explain later in our opinion. (jivoo's rehuttal
evidence fails to constitute suhstantial evidence. Consequently, regardless of whether Bobreski
would be entitled to a directed verdict at the close of his case, we find that he would be entitled to a
verdict as a matter of
law upon the failure of(ìivoo's rebuttal evidence.
77

D. & O. (Romano) at 14. In its supplemental hrief to the Board, Givoo argues hypothetically
that "(''eii if Givoo made the decision not to hire Mr. Bobreski, which it did not, that that decision
would have Iweii by Melvin Morgan" who allegedly knew nothing about Bobreskïs whistleblower

claim. Givoo's supplemental brief at U. (Emphasis added). This hypothetical posturing is Ilot

evidence. See. e.g., Versarge v. Twp. of Clilltoll N..I, 984 F.2d U5lJ, U70 Od Cir. IlJ9l)
("unsubstantiated arguments made in briefs or at oral argument are not evidence to be coiisidered by

this ('our!."). (jivoo should know whether it did or did not make the decision (through Givner and/or
Morgan) or did or did not contribute in the decision. More impol1antly, if"(ìivoo made the decision"
then this would be more evidence that Morgan and Law are not telling the truth about Law's
unilateral role in rejeeting Bobreski.
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material gaps

that typically would require us to remand this matter to the AU for further

findings, but we explain below that a remand is unnecessary.7i\

The third fundamental deficiency with AU Romano's finding that Law unilaterally
rejected Bobreski, is that it contradicts AU Bullard's findings. AU Romano ruled in Bobreski
JI as follows:
The evidence in this case indicates that Givoo and Shaw worked in
partnership to select technicians to work at the Hope Creek facility,
but that Mr. Law retained final authority to either accept or reject
applicants. The evidence further indicates that Mr. Law rejected
Complainant because Complainant was not high enough on Mr.

Law's list of candidates and that Complainant would have been
hired if there was a greater need for technicians. (Tr. p. 137.) He
did so without input from any party to this case.1791

In Bobreski 1, AU Bullard ruled the opposite and concluded that Morgan had the final authority,
more specifically as follows:

Despite contradictory evidence, I find from the record as a whole
that Mr. Morgan was the individual responsible for hiring. Mr.
Law and Mr. Morgan both initially testified to OSHA that Mr.

Morgan had been in charge of hiring. CX 2, 5. i find that the
evidence establishes that Mr. Law had significant input in the
hiring process for the spring 2006 outage, and that Mr. Morgan

acted UPO/l his recommendations regarding the suitability of
technicians for the job, including assigning Complainant a low spot
on the list of candidates. Tr. at i 89. However, despite Morgan's

deference to Mr. Law's suggestions, it was Morgan who was
employed by the contractor that was being paid to do the hiring.

Morgan was the person who notified technicians that they were
hired, which suggests that he had final approval.180l

AU Romano adopted ALI Bullard's findings and only sought to supplement the record
evidence. But his finding as to Law's role creates a split decision on a very critical finding of

78

See footnote 76. In addition, given our rejection of Givoo's rebuttal evidence and no
indication that it can offer more evidence after years of litigation and two evidentiary hearings, we
find that we must decide these issues at this point. See Morales v. Apfel, 225 F.3d 310, 320 (3d Cir.
2000) (deciding benefits question rather than remanding due to the years of litigation).
79

D. & O. (Romano) at 14. (Emphasis added).

80

D. & O. (Bullard) at 27. (Emphasis added).
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fact that we must rcconcile.~1 Furthermore, the ALI's inconsistent findings may render

conclusions stemming from them "suspect. and we need not afford our usual deference" to such
fact findings.k2 The ALls' contradiction on this mattcr is understandable given the differing
explanations Givoo gave throughout this litigation. Nevertheless, we reconcile these findings to

mean that both Morgan and Law were critical to the hiring process and acted jointly or as a
partnership to hire or reject candidates. In fact, Givoo's witnesses repeatedly testified they were
partners in the decisions, they made them together, and they both had ultimate control over who
would or would not be hired.

ALls' Ultimate Findings Lack Siihstantial Evidence
1. Credihi litv Determinations

The fourth fundamental error we find with AU Romano's ultimate ruling as to Law's
role is the lack of substantial evidence supporting it. As we indicated earlier. the first step of the

substantial evidence review requires that we understand what record evidence exists for each
material fact finding. In this case, the AU and Givoo rely entirely on the testimony of Givner,

Morgan, and Law for the finding that Law acted alone without (ìivoo's input.ki Logically, the

first determination that the AU must make is whether these three material witnesscs werc
credible and the failure to do so can constitute reversible error.k4 Yet. the AU errs by failing to
01

See CJS. Trial ~ 12H7 (appellate courts should endeavor to reconcile inconsistent findings).

See, e.g., 1'1'1111. Asphalt Co. v. Purcell Eiiters., IIiC., 631 S. W.2d 439. 442 (Tenn. Ct. App. i 9H2)

("the courts endeavor to reconcile findings which appear to he contradictory. so as to uphold the
judgment if possible, and in order to do so will construe the findings as a whole and liberally in favor
of the judgment; but the rule cannot be used to uphold findings that are inconsistent with each

other."); III /"' S.IUJ.. 143 S.W.3d 237, 241 (Tex. App. Waco 2(04) ("An appellate court must
attempt to reconcile contlicts in findings of fact."). See also Oxford v. Fosier Wheeler, U~c, 99 CaL.
Rptr. 3d 41 H. 43 i (CaL. Ct. App. 2(09) (it is a "fundamental proposition that a Lictfìndcr may not
make inconsistent determinations of fact based on the same evidence.').
02

NLR.B. I'. NeK' York-Keanslmrg-Loiig Braiich Biis Co., Inc. 57H F.2d 472. 47H n. 15 (3d Or.

197H).
0.1

Givoo suhmitted no exhibits during the two evidentiary hearings and relies on testimony

throughout its response brief on appeaL. In its hrice Givoo also argucd that Law's list had 200 people
and that, besides Bohreski. 60 to 100 people were not hired on this list and Bohreski was ranked low.

See Respondent's Reply Brief, pp. 7-9. This argument is a red herring. It is undisputed that Morgan
and Law actually rejected Bobreski, and did so more than once. while thcy discussed Law's list. The
question in this case is why they rejected him. In addition, there is no record evidence of a ranking
order. Bobrcskïs name appeared four times on Law's list. Givoo hired individuals listed lower than

Bobreski's name on the list and individuals not even on the list.
04

See, e.g., 1'ieliiher v. Heckler, no F.2d 1251, 1254 (11th ('ir. 19H3) (AU must make

sufficient findings on credibility where credibility is crucial on appeal); NLR.B. 1'. New YorkKeanselmrg-/Jmg Braiich Bus, Iiie., 57'6 F.2d 472, 47H, n.15 (3d Cir. llJ7H) (credibility findings
"resq) with the Administrative Law Judge as long as he considers all relevant factors and sufficiently
explains his resolutions") (citations omitted).
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provide reasons for finding these individuals credible on this point, preventing us from reviewing

such determinations under the substantial evidence test. Nevertheless, we infer that the AU
found Respondents managers credible as to the roles they each played or did not play in Givoo's
failure to hire Bobreski, and we will examine whether substantial evidence supports that implied
inference.
The courts have recognized many factors that factfinders can consider when deciding
whether to believe a witness: the relationship a witness has with party litigants, the witness'
motivations, inconsistencies in testimony, general plausibility of testimony; etc.85 We defer to an

AU's fact findings when they rest on credibility determinations only when the "'decision is
based on testimony that is coherent and plausible, not internally inconsistent and not contradicted

by external evidence. ,-,86 But an AU may not "insulate his findings from review by
denominating them credibility determinations. . . .',87
In this case, none of

the AU's findings support an implied finding that Givoo's witnesses

are credible, but overwhelmingly weigh against such a findinå Both AUs found that Givner
had "animus" and a "motive" to retaliate against Bobreski. 8 AU Bullard did not believe
Givner's testimony that he was willing to hire Bobreski. She did not believe Givoo's evidence
that there were mandatory application procedures that Bobreski should have followed. Further,
there is direct evidence that Givner made false statements pertaining to this matter. He wrote to
OSHA in his position statement dated May 22, 2006, that "at no time (between February 2006
and March 29, 2006) did Mr. Morgan receive a call from Bobreski.,,89 Yet, Morgan did receive
two calls from Bobreski during this time period on March 20 and March 21, 2006.90 Either
Givner lied, or he was recklessly making an assertion without foundation to support his position
0)

An AU must consider "all the relevant factors" in making credibility determinations. E.

Eng'g & Elevator Co. fnc., v. NL.R.B., 637 F.2d 191, 197 (3d Cir. 1980) (quoting Edgewood
Nursing Center v. NL.R.B., 581 F.2d 363, 365 (3d Cir. 1978). See also

Andersoii v. City of

Bessemer

City, NC., 470 U.S. 564, 575 (1985) (some factors for determining credibility other than demeanor
and inflection are documents or objective evidence that may contradict the witness' story or an
internally inconsistent or implausible story such that a reasonable fact-finder would not credit it);
Altemose Constr. Co. v. NL.R.B., 514 F.2d 8,13-16 (3d Cir. 1975) (factors in determining credibility
include discrepancies in testimony, relationships of the witness to the key actors, circumstances and
context surrounding key events, inconsistencies between hearing testimony and sworn affidavits, a
witness' incredible and self-serving testimony, past fraudulent conduct by a witness, and bias).
86

U.S. v. Marcavage, 609 F.3d 264, 281 (3d Cir. 2(10) (quoting U.S. v. fgboiiwo, 120 F.3d
437,441 (3d Cir.1997)).
87
fd. (quoting

Anderson,_470 U.S. at 575).

88

D. & O. (Bullard) at 23; D. & O. (Romano) at 11.

09

ex 1 at 4.

90

D. & O. (Bullard) at 17.
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and deny any wrongdoing. Either way, his OSHA statemcnt dramatically weighs against his
credibility.

Another objective credibility measure is thc rclationship of the parties. During both
evidentiary hearings, Givner, Morgan, and Law worked for Givoo and Givner was their direct
boss and the top operations manager for Givoo. Morgan was a high level managcr and Givner's
friend. AU Bullard expressly found "significant" that Givoo both employed Law in the past and
had hired him again before the first hearing and that this fact was not mentioned during the
hearing.')! Similarly, ALI Romano found that Morgan and Law provided Bobreski with "shining

cxplanations about the hiring process. ,,')2 AU Bullard questioned Morgan' s "gcneral"
cred'b'I'
i i ity.91In addition to Morgan's poor general credibility, shifting explanations, and significant
business and personal connection to Givoo and Givner, the general implausibility of his claimed

ignorance of Bobreski's WASA litigation weighs against his credibility. Morgan started
working for Givoo again in October 2005 and Givoo secured the Hope Creek contract in January
2006. Bobreski was still litigating against WAS!\ a former Givoo worker suing one of Givoo's
current clients. The case had been pending since 1999. Morgan was the Director of Business

Development, among Givoo's top three managers working on staffing and service contracts, and
one of only a handful of permanent Givoo employces. He marketed the company and workecl on
staffing. For many years, two of the other top managers (out of three - Givner and Moorc) kncw
about the WASA litigation, Moore having testified at a deposition in the WASA litigation.94 Just
a fcw months after the newspaper publicizecl the W ASA ruling in Bobreskïs favor. in the fall of
2005, Morgan was working at the Salem/Hope Creek Nuclear Plant, wherc both Bobreski and
Law were working and where workers at that site talked to Bobreski and Law about Bohreskïs
victory against W ASA. When Morgan worked as Givoo' s marketing manager side-by-sidc with
Law to staff the Hope Creek outage, supposcdly Morgan was the only one (out of the group of
'II

Id at 2.

l)2

D. & O. (Romano) at i i. Rathcr amazingly, AU Romano found the shifting explanations
"understandahle" in spite of the fact that the business relationships in this case were governed by
written contracts and Givoo's witnesses repeatedly said that Givoo and Shaw worked as a
partnership. See D. & O. (Romano) at 12.

(n

D. & O. (Bullard) at 27. See Am. .lUI' 2d Witnesses ~ I (JOS (20 II) CTvidence of l~i1se sworn

testimony given by a witness in one case conflicting with evidence given by the same witness iii
another case casts doubt upon his or her entire testimony"). !'i('c also U.S. v. (;ilkcso!l, 43 I F. Supp.

2d 270,277 (N.D.N.Y. 20(6) (partial false testimony on material issue allows but does not require
rejection of entire testimony upon the principle that one who testifies falsely about one material fact
is likely to testify falsely about everything).
'1,1

Moore even testified by deposition in this matter on January 3, 2012, that he was aware that

Bohreski had won his W ASA case hecause ''(ilt was common knowledge" and when "something
happens within a company. other people in the company would he aware of it in most cases." ex 16

at 40-41.
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Givner, Moore, and Law) that did not know of Bobreski's WASA litigation. In the end,
knowing about Bobreski's seven-year litigation against WASA and his 2005
success is highly implausible, at best, and so we reject the AU's finding that Morgan did not
Morgan's denial of

know.95

Law's testimony also weighs against his credibility. First, he testified inconsistently in
the two evidentiary hearings. In the first hearing, he denied taking any affirmative step so that
Bobreski would not be selected and denied ever telling Morgan not to hire Bobreski.96 In the
second hearing, in response to AU Romano's questioning, Law admitted telling Morgan not to
hire Bobreski when he said, "no, not at this time," with respect to hiring Bobreski.97 Second,
after trying to accept responsibility for rejecting Bobreski, he provided no substance to credit his

testimony. In fact, AU Romano found that Law's reasons were "vague and subjective
reasons",98 a point we address more below. Consequently, given the preceding evidence, we find
the record lacks substantial evidence to support the AU's implicit finding that Givoo's witnesses

were credible. This lack of credibility, in turn, eliminates the basis for the AL.l's finding that
Law unilaterally rejected Bobreski. Logically, this lack of credibility also negatively affects all
of Givoo's witness testimony that the WASA litigation had nothing to do with Givoo's rejection
of Bobreski.
2. Givoo's testimony in context with other evidence

Apart from the lack of credibility in Givoo's testimonial evidence, such testimony fails

the substantial evidence test because it is "overwhelmed by other evidence" and "really
constitutes mere conclusion." AU Romano relied solely on testimony to conclude that Law was

the final authority for the placement of 90 temporary workers at a nuclear plant to perform
technical work during the nuclear plant outage. But the record contains no written contract, no
memorandum of understanding, no document corroborating Givoo's bald testimony that Law
had such final authority. To the contrary, as AU Bullard determined, the contract in the record
expressly obligated Givoo, not Law, to hire the technicians. The Givoo/Shaw contract expressly
and unequivocally imposed staffing and supervision obligations on Givoo. Shaw retained the
~5

In denying that he knew the details of Bobreski's WASA case, Morgan arguably admitted

knowing that there was such a case. When asked how he knew to stay out of anything having to do
with Bobreski's whistleblowing, he answered that he does not get involved in other people's

business, he worked for a different contractor, and he "already had, you know, that message left to
(him) on (his) voicemaiJ," so "the best thing (he) fìgure(d) (he couldJ do (wa)s stay out of it." Tr.

(Romano hearing) at 115-16. He also stated in response to a question about what he knew about
the job, that he didn't know anything
ßobreski's whistleblower when he sat down with Law to staff
about it, "(he) didn't want to know anything about it. (He) didn't get involved in it. . . . ¡His)
function was to staff a job. So (he) was in that position." ¡d. at 91.
~()

')7

()i\

Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 164.

Tr. (Romano hearing) at 157.
D. & O. (Romano) at 13.
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right to hire staff during the outage only by "mutual agreemcnt' with Givoo.')') Givoo's final
authority was further evidenced by his insistence that Myka (or Mica) be hircd after seeing that

he was not on Law's list of potential candidates. AU Romano provided no explanation as to
how it was plausible to conclude that Law had final authority to reject Bobreski where the
contract suggested such authority rested with Givoo.
Givoo's OSHA statement and the chronology of events further weaken its rebuttal
testimony that Law acted alone. The OSHA statement Givner signed says Morgan was in charge
and nowhere said that Law was in charge. As previously stated, Law was required to give his list

to Givner; Morgan and Law acted as "partners" and they went over thc list side-by-side. The
record shows that Law sent his list to Morgan on Fcbruary 15, 200ó, before any worker started

working the outage and when Law supposedly was not in charge of the hiring. Law told
Bobreski on February 27, 2006, and again on March 20 or 2 I, 2006, that he had nothing to do

with the hiring. On or about March 20. 2006. Morgan told Bohreski that there was a "hiring
freeze." Givoo had to submit the final employee names by March 29, 2006. Givoo signed the
contract with Shaw on March 29, 2006. This chronology of events providcs no evidencc that
Law allegedly unilaterally rejected Bobreski. In fact. thcy show the opposite.
Law's assertion thaI he rejected Bohreski lacks any substance and, therefore, constitutes a
bald assertion that provides no substantial cvidenee for Givoo's rcbuttal case. Significantly, AU

Romano found that Law's reasons were "vague and subjective reasons" but erroneously
concluded that Law's rcasons for rcjecting Bobreskj werc irrelevant to this case. To the
contrary, if Law had no rcasons or only weak reasons. thcn his rejection of Bobreski would be
suspieious and suggest that there was another reason. such as Bobreskïs protected activity. Law
hired Bobreski twice in 2005, the last time only a few months hefore the Givoo staffing in 2006.
Law's next opportunity to hire Bobreski after the W ASA vcrdict was for thc i lope Creck project

with Givoo. Law provided no written complaints about Bobreski. no supporting documents, no
specific dates about any alleged complaints about Bobreski, no specific examples, no names of

any complaining parties in support of the vague reasons he had in 2006 for allegedly rejccting

Bobreski. Thc only detail Law provided was thai he learned in 200~ while working at the
Limerick NGS, but long after thc 2006 Hope Creek outage, that othcr workers had problems with

Bobreski. Bobreskj worked at Limerick in 200.' (before Law hired him twice in 20(5).100
When askcd for specifics about information he knew in 2006, Law spoke vaguely about a job in
i 995, ten years before the Hope Creek 2006, and occurring before Law hired Bobreski twice in
2005.101 He described the problem generally as one that was just getting worse over the last 15

years. )02 Apparently, the vague "problem" became critieally "worse" between the fall of 2005
(when he last hired Bobreski) and the spring of 200h when Givoo was staffing the Hope Creck
outagc. Law vaguely explains that he "dropped" Bobreski lower on "the list." but there is no
'1'1

See CX 9, Contract ~~2, 5, 6. pp. 4 - hoI' 34.

100

CX 3.

JOI

102

Tr. (Bullard hearing) at 153.

¡d. at 152.
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document that shows a ranking or that Bobreski was ranked at the bottom. In fact, Givoo hired
at least 28 workers that were listed lower than Bobreski's name on Law's list and also hired 18
people on April 3, 2006, that were not on Law's list at aII.JO~ This additional context further
highlights that the finding about Law's role is not based on substantial evidence (the third part of
the Substantial Evidence test, supra at 13). Ultimately, the testimony that Law unilaterally

rejected Bobreski because he was a "problem" is nothing more than pretext and general
unsubstantiated denials of retaliation.104

In the end, we conclude that Givoo's rebuttal testimony of Law's role fails to meet the
substantial evidence test standing alone and especially in context with the record as a whole.

Pursuant to the AU's findings of fact, Bobreski presented a strong circumstantial case of
retaliation that included prima facie evidence, strong temporal proximity, Givner's animus and
motive, dramatic change in practice, numerous material inconsistencies, shifting polices, vague
explanations, and a close relationship and "partnership' between the decision-makers. Givoo

offered weak rebuttal evidence consisting of unsubstantiated and inconsistent testimony from
three of its employees. Givoo's evidence did not cxplain why Givoo did not hire Bobreski
during the initial hiring decisions that Givoo made or why Morgan told Bobreski there was a
hiring freeze when there was no such freeze. Givoo's evidence was not substantial evidence or it
was very weak at best.
With only Bobreski's evidence remaining, we find that it is unreasonable to conclude that

Givoo's vcry weak evidence outweighed Bobreski' s strong circumstantial evidence. The
evidence overwhelmingly establishes that Givoo and Shaw worked together in deciding who to
hire, jointly rejected Bobreski while working as a "partnership'" and that Bobreski' s protected
activity contributed to Givoo's rejection of him for the Hope Creek outage. It does not matter

which person actually said "no" to Bobreski's name out loud because they all knew that
Bobreski was not to work for Givoo at Hope Creek in the spring of 2006. Givner and Morgan
said they would hire Bobreski and that he was qualified but, in fact, they did not hire him in 2006
or at any time after the WASA incident in 1999. A remand on the question of contributory factor
103

Comparing Law's list at CX i (pages 22-35) to the hire list at CX 10.

104

See Timmons v. Franklin Elee. Coop., ARB No. 97-141, AU No. 1997-SWD-002, slip op. at
6 (ARB Dec. i, i 998) (employer's expectation that an employec be a "team player" to the point that
it interferes with protected activity is prohibited); Dodd v. Polysar Latex, No. 1988-SWD-004, slip
op. at 8 (Sec'y Sept. 22. 1994) (supervisor claimed that he rccommended termination afìcr

considcring complainant's deteriorating relationships, attitude. and performance. but his testimony

taken as a whole showed thät hc rccommended tem1ination solely because of complainant's conflict
with another managcr over complainant's protected complaints); Priest v. Baldwin Assocs., No.

1984-ERA-030, slip op. at 7. 10 (Sec'y June i I. i 986) (Secretary found pretext where "several
additional facts not mentioned by the AU" were "highly significant" and one of the employer's
proffered reasons at hearing was not previously documented) (citing Marathon LeTourneau Co,)
Longview Div. v. N.L.R.B., 699 F.2d 248, 252 (5th Cir. 1983)). Cf Passaic Valley Sewerage
Co
11 11 'rs v. U.S. Dep 'f or Labor, 992 F.2d 474, 48 i (3d Cir. i 993) (the alleged "personality"
problem or deficiency of interpersonal skills was "reducible" to the problem of the inconvenience
caused by the employee's pattem of complaints).
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is unnecessary and futile because the AL.l's evidence leads to one conclusion: that Givoo
refused to hire Bobreski because of his whistleblower activity related to WASA. We now
address whether we need to remand the question of whether Givoo can establish by clear and
convincing evidence that it would have made the same decision in the absence of protected
activity.
Clear and cOlivincI1lg evidence

As we discussed earlier, if a complainant proves his employer violated the whistleblower
protection laws, the employer may avoid paying damages if it can prove by clear and convincing
evidence that it would have made the same decision in the absence of protected activity. We find
no reason to remand this issue.
Upon the Boan.ls request for additional brie1ïng on the issue of "clear and convincing"

evidence, neither party objected to the Board deciding this issue. )0'; Having the burden of
proving that it would have made the same decision in the absence of protected activity, Givoo
failed to point to evidence in the record that could meet its obligations under the "clear and

convincing" defense.

Even cautiously viewing the record in the light most favorable to Givoo, developed after

two evidentiary hearings and years of litigation, it falls short of providing the clear and
convincing evidence Givoo needs to avoid paying Bohreskï s damages. In Speegle, we
explained that the plain language of the statute requires a case-by-case balancing of three factors:
"( i) how 'clear' and 'convincing' the independent signifïcance is of the non-protected activity;
(2) the evidence that proves or disproves whether the employer 'would have' taken the same adverse
actions; and (3) the facts that would change in the 'ahsence or the protected activity...io6 Morgan

testified that he relied on Law and offered no reasons that can satisfy the definition of
"suhstantial evidence." Cìivner claims no personal involvement related to Bohreski and,
therefore, cannot and did not offer reasons for failing to hire Bobreski, much less reasons that

would constitute clear and convincing evidence that (jivoo would have made the "same
decision:' Again, AU Bullard concluded that Givner would not hire Bobreski. Givoo's OSHA
statement said that Givoo would have hired Bobrcski were it not lòr the "unfortunate" lack of
communication, which the AUs rejected as untrue. This leads to the inescapable conclusion
that, as a matter of law, Givoo cannot show by clear and convincing evidence it would have
rejected Bobreski in the absence of protected activity.

A remand is necessary on the issue of damages and so we remand for a determination of
damages. In the alternative, the parties can stipulate to damages. notify the Board if they reach a

stipulation on damages and ask the Board to incorporate such stipulation into our final order and
certify an order as the final order of the Secretary.

III';

See the pal1ies' supplemental briefs to the ARB. These hriefs may he viewed online at

http://www.dol.gov/arb/briefs/13-001/index.htm.
IIIr,

Speegle v. Stoiie & Wehster Coiistr., file., ARB No. 13-074. I\U No. 2005-ERA-006, slip op.
at 12 (ARB Apr. 25, 2(14) (internal citations omitted).
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CONCLUSION

In sum, we find several independent reasons compel us to reverse AU Romano and find
that protected activity contributed to Givoo's refusal to hire Bobreski in 2006. First, in finding
against Bobreski on the causation element, the AU Romano's reliance on Law's role does not
address the first hires that Givoo admits it made. Second, it does not address the fact that a top-

level Givoo manager, Morgan, directly rejected Bobreski. Third, we reconcile the AUs'
contrary findings as to who decided to reject Bobreski to mean that Givoo and Shaw jointly

rejected Bobreski. Fourth, the AU Romano's basis for rejecting the causal link because of
Law's role does not rest on substantial evidence, which leaves a mountain of evidence all
pointing to Bobreski's successful whistleblower lawsuit against Givoo's contractor, WASA, as a
contributing factor if not the reason that Givoo rejected Bobreski. Given that Givoo and Law

agreed that Givoo and Shaw worked as a partnership to staff the Hope Creek outage, the
unsupported testimony that Law acted alone in rejecting Bobreski is not substantial evidence
standing alone. It is unreasonable to find that the "partnership" trio of Givner, Morgan, and Law

did not expressly and/or implicitly understand that Bobreski could not be hired on a Givoo
project given the whistleblowing lawsuit still connecting Bobreski and Givoo. Lastly, the
overwhelming evidence of contributory factor, and lack of any other stated reasons for rejecting
Bobreski eliminates Givoo's ability to show by clear and convincing evidence that it would have
made the same decision in the absence of protected activity; therefore, we remand this matter for
the AU's determination of damages.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, the Decision and Order is REVERSED and we REMAND
this case to the AU for a determination of damages. We will postpone the remand for ten (10)
days to allow the parties to confer and determine whether they can stipulate to damages, ask the
Board to incorporate such stipulation into our final order, and certify an order as the final order
of the Secretary. If the Board is not so notified within ten (10) days from the date of this Order,

we will remand the case to the AU to determine damages.

SO ORDERED.
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Administrative Appeals Judge
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Judge Royce, concurring:
I eoncur in the majority's findings that (I) Bobreski's circumstantial evidence

overwhelmingly established causation: (2) Givoo failed to present sufficient evidence to prove its
atlrmative defense under the "clear and convincing" standard: and (3) remand is neccssary for a
determination of damages. I write separatcly to clarify that 1 arrive at these determinations by a
different route than the majority. When Congress amended the ERA whistleblower provisions in
1992, it created a statutory two-stage framcwork for separately weighing the parties' respeetive
evidence pertaining to causation. It is the complainant's burden at the first "contributing factor"

stage to demonstrate hy a preponderance of the evidence that his or her protected activity was a
contributing factor in the adverse action. The respondent's evidence of non-retaliatory reasons
should not be weighed against the complainant s evidence of eausation at this Erst "contributing
factor" stage. The ARB has repeatedly held that to prevail, the complainant need only show that
his protected activity was a "eontributing Ü1CIor" in the discharge or discrimination. A
"contributing factor" mercly constitutes "any ÜlCtor whieh, alone or in combination with other
faetors, tends to affeet in any way the outeome of the I adverse personnell decision." Thus, a
complainant may prevail cven in thc casc wherc thc respondent's reason is legitimate, because

"while true, (the legitimatc reason I is only onc of thc rcasons for its conduct, and another
cd activity." White v. Action Expediting, ARB
(contributingJ factor is (the complainants! protect
No. 13-015, AU No. 201 l-STA-OI L slip op. at 5 (ARB June 6, 2(14); Beatty v. Inman Trucking
Mgmt., ARB No. 13-039, AU No. 200K-STA-020, slip op. at K (ARB May 13,2(14): Jleinrich
v. l:'colah, Inc., ARB No. 05-030, AU No. 2004-S0X-OS I, slip op. at 10 (ARB June 29, 2(06);
Klopfenstein v. PCC Flow Tech\ Holdings. ARB No. 04-149, AU No. 2004-S0X-Ol I, slip op.

at 18- I 9 (ARB May 31, 2(06). Assuming the complainant s cvidenee is sutìeient to sustain
proof of "contributing f~lCtor" eausation: the respondents non-retaliatory reason for its action
may not be weighed against thc complainant s evidence of causation but instcad must be
weighed at the second affirmative defense stage under the higher clear and convincing evidence
standard.

The ALI erred by weighing (ìivoo's rcbuttal evidcncc. pcrtaining to its alleged legitimatc
business reasons, against Bobrcskï s causation evidcncc at the first "contributing f~ictor" stage of

the ERA whistlehlower framework. The majority likewisc improperly weighs Bobrcskïs
eausation evidence against (ìivoo's non-discriminatory reasons at thc first stage, but it does not

ultimately affect the outcome in this case hccause the majority found that Bobreski proved
causation. i agree with the majority that Givoo failed to show by clear and convincing evidencc
that it would have declincd to hire Bobrcskj in the absence of his protectcd activity.

h'~"

tflANNE ROYCE
Administrative Appeals Judge
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